Well Being 53

F001 intro feelings intro
Now think about the past week and the feelings you have experienced. Please tell us if each of the following was true for you much of the time this past week:

F001 happy past week
Much of the time during the past week, you felt you were happy. Would you say yes or no?
1 Yes
2 No

F002 felt sad past week
Much of the time during the past week, you felt sad. Would you say yes or no?
1 Yes
2 No

F003 enjoyed life past week
Much of the time during the past week, you enjoyed life. Would you say yes or no?
1 Yes
2 No

F004 depressed past week
Much of the time during the past week, you felt depressed. Would you say yes or no?
1 Yes
2 No

F005 happy today
How happy do you feel today?
1 Extremely happy
2 Very happy
3 Quite happy
4 Somewhat happy
5 Somewhat unhappy
6 Quite unhappy
7 Very unhappy
8 Extremely unhappy

F006 strength of positive and negative reactions
People often care a great deal about their own personal lives. Most days for most people bring good news about their personal lives, bad news about their personal lives or both. How strong would you say your positive and negative emotional reactions are to the good and bad news that come in a typical day?
1 Very strong
2 Quite strong
3 Not so strong
4 Muted

F007 roller coaster
How strongly do you agree with the following statement? "My personal life from day to day is like a roller coaster."
1 Strongly agree
2 Agree
3 Agree somewhat
4 Neither agree nor disagree
5 Disagree somewhat
6 Disagree
7 Strongly disagree

[Questions P001 to P001_other are displayed as a table]

**P001** Political affiliation
Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an Independent, or what?
1 Republican
2 Democrat
3 Independent
4 Other, please specify

**P001_other** Political affiliation OTHER
String

IF Political affiliation = Republican THEN
    | **P001r** Republican degree
    | Would you call yourself a strong Republican or a not so strong Republican?
    | 1 Strong
    | 2 Not so strong

    | **P001d** Democrat degree
    | Would you call yourself a strong Democrat or a not so strong Democrat?
    | 1 Strong
    | 2 Not so strong

ELSE
    | **P001o** Other Repub or Dem
    | Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican Party or to the Democratic Party?
    | 1 Closer to Republican
    | 2 Closer to Democratic

ENDIF
Did you vote in the presidential election?
1 Yes
2 No

IF voted in presidential election = Yes THEN

| Questions P003a to P003a_other are displayed as a table |

| P003a who you voted for |
| Who did you vote for? |
| 1 Barack Obama |
| 2 John McCain |
| 3 Other, please specify |

| Questions P003b to P003b_other are displayed as a table |

| P003b who you would have voted for |
| Who would you have voted for if you had voted? |
| 1 Barack Obama |
| 2 John McCain |
| 3 Other, please specify |

ENDIF

IF new president = It is not yet clear THEN

| P003d percent chance obama president |
| What is the percent chance that Barack Obama will be the new president of the United States? |
| Range: 0..100 |

ENDIF

P004_intro P004-P007 intro
[fill for P004_intro]

IF candidate chosen = winner THEN

| Questions P004 to P004_amount are displayed as a table |

| P004 how much to reverse election |
| How much would someone have to pay you for you to be willing to have the election reversed and have [loser] become president? |
| 1 |
2 No amount of money would be enough.

**P004_amount** amount to reverse results

Integer

**P005** country better off

Looking ahead at the next four years, how much better off do you think the country will be with [winner] as president than with [loser] as president?

1 Dramatically better off
2 Much better off
3 Somewhat better off
4 A little better off
5 Not any better off

**P006** your candidate loses how much to reverse election

How much would you be willing to pay to have the election reversed and have [loser] become president?

Integer

**P007** country worse off

Looking ahead at the next four years, how much worse off do you think the country will be with [winner] as president than with [loser] as president?

1 Dramatically worse off
2 Much worse off
3 Somewhat worse off
4 A little worse off
5 Not any worse off

ENDIF

**CS_001** HOW PLEASANT INTERVIEW

Could you tell us how interesting or uninteresting you found the questions in this interview?

1 Very interesting
2 Interesting
3 Neither interesting nor uninteresting
4 Uninteresting
5 Very uninteresting

**CS_003** COMMENTS

Do you have any other comments on the interview? Please type these in the box below.

Memo